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[EXTERNAL EMAIL]

   Hello this is Miguel Vargas, a Montgomery County resident I would like to take this great
opportunity or forum to testify, that I would like to see more accountability and a county safer
all concerning safety and a good practice.

My position to testify here is accordingly with the traffic enforcement, apply full severe high
fines, and suspension of licenses for a second offense to those speeders, severe jail times and
high fines for those reckless driving, reckless endangerment, and DUI with the first offense
and it should become something automatically and lawfully.

Prosecutors and District Courts must comply with all amounts of the laws to be applied
specifically for those serious offenses mentioned above or qualified offenders.

I believe that all professional police officers must always respect and uphold our constitution
and respect all bills too specially the House of Bill 463.

I believe police officers randomly should be performing on 495 and 270 highways to stop all
speeders and reckless drivers to mitigate potential crashes and fatalities to those that pose a
high risk to the public.

Police officers every weekend must stop all suspicious drunk peoples or drivers on the streets
to be enforced immediately and all qualified drunk drivers must to spend a short time in the
detention center until they have the court date or hearing.

I believe 100% applying, complying, to be enforced and severe punishments for those serious
offenses mentioned in the traffic enforcement of this forum, residents will be educated and
there is no other way to learn.

  Again, my testimony is related safety and severe punishment and traffic enforcement for
those serious offenses.

       Sincerely 
  Miguel Vargas 
 January 07,2023
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